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Инновациялык методдор – окутуунун жакшы жыйынтыгы 

 

INNOVATION METHODS - GOOD RESULTS OF KNOWLEDGE 

 

     Abstract. Using various methods in teaching English helps the students deeply understand 

the main goals of the lessons in rich their vocabulary, to develop their speaking skills, to write, 

communicate. 

      Key words: method, lexical, role-playing, training, develop, small groups, team, individual, 

stage, level. 

Аннотация: использование различных инновационных методов в обучении английскому 

языку помогает студентам глубокое понимание главных задач и целей занятий, обогащать 

словарный запас, развивать разговорную речь, коммуникацию и письмо. 

     Ключевые слова: метод, лексический, игровые и ролевые игры, тренинг, развивать 

малые группы, команда, индивидуально, сцена, уровень. 

     Аннотация. Окутуу методиканы билуу, чыгармачылык менен сабак откоруу, айрыкча, 

чет тилди уйротуудо коп кызыктуу, натыйжалуу болушун тастыктайт. Ошондой эле 

окутуу процессинде студенттердин чет тилди уйронууго кызыгын арттырат. 

Урунттуу сөздөр: ыкма, лексика, ролдук жана оюн ыкмасы, тренингдер , кичине 

тайпаларды осторуу, команда, оздук, сцена, баскыч. 

         The word teacher has its own widely, deeply understanding. When we hear the word 

“teacher” to our mind comes our first teachers who taught us to know letters, to read, to count, to 

be polite, to respect grown-ups, and of course, we are always proud of teachers who taught us 

using interesting, creative methods in learning subjects. 

    The modern method of teaching English is built on the basis of the classical method of lea 

learning foreign languages. However, the psychological aspect, foreign cinema information 

technology had an impact on her. The methods of teaching English used twenty years ago were 

more of reproductive nature learn the words, read the text, listen to the audio recording, write a 

letter- this is how the tasks that the tutor gave looked like. Perhaps for this reason, most a adults 

who have studied the language for many years can read and write in English in best way, but 

have difficulty in speaking many of them. 

           Modern methods of teaching English have changed reproductive methods to interactive 

ones. 

            Today, obtaining knowledge is an interaction between a student and a teacher. Many 

teachers combine different methods, use both immersion in the language environment and a 

classical lesson in their work. 

         Writing a story or essay allows the students to learn how to use active and passive 

vocabulary, expand vocabulary and improve conversational speech. Doing exercises helps to 

learn grammatical material. Reading the text forms not only reading skills, but also immerses in 



the culture and tradition of the language being studied, listening-improves understanding of oral 

speech, asking questions connected with texts. 

          But today the most effective methods of learning English are interactive. Using progress 

innovative methods at the lessons students are active and they notice effectiveness using by 

teachers. The best method of learning English is the one that arouses interest in learning foreign 

language and other subjects. 

Knowledge of the methodology of teaching English, psychology and pedagogy allows them to 

untidily the peculiarities of perception and thinking to select the necessary methods and forms of 

work. Choosing by teachers the methods of course, connected with the knowledge English by 

students. If the students are active and they do more of the lessons the teacher use interesting and 

useful methods where she gets great results. Teachers use other forms of organizing classes 

which are popular a round table, a conference,  win games on grammar or vocabulary, 

Olympiads, competition between groups reading poems or singing English songs and 

presentations on customs, tradition, culture, economy of developed and developing countries, 

especially Kyrgyzstan.  

Such lessons allows to include a large number of students in the language environment / 

Innovative educational technologies are, first, information and communications technologies, 

closely connected with computerized education application.                                    

The main uses in innovative technologies use are the structure of computer training programs, 

their content and optimal arranging of Web-environment, invaluable help for students in learning 

a foreign language can provide internet. The global web gives a unique opportunity for students 

to use authentic texts, communicate with native speakers. As we know, the internet creates 

incentives to know a foreign language fluently. Internet is especially urgent for student’s 

independent work after classes. 

As I work at the Kyrgyz Economic University named after M. Ryskulbecov as a teacher of 

Business English. I see from year to year the new requirements for the sealifts in different 

scientific fields, including economists nowadays the graduates in economics have to work under 

crises conditions, analyze the current economic processes and find effective ways to solve the 

problems possess leadership skills, be good at creative work and decision-making. The 

professional qualities of the students in economics are developed not only by professional 

disciplines. General subjects such as the foreign languages play an impotent role too. 

Interactive means that people work together and have a great influence on each other. Moreover, 

all interactive methods are aimed at the interaction between not only students and the teacher, 

but also with each other, it requires an active role of students in the learning process [1]. The 

purpose of the interactive learning is to the involvement of all students in the learning process, 

when the participants can understand and realize everything that happens, influence each other 

and make their own contribution having established the friendly and mutually supportive 

relationship. 

   The most popular methods in teaching English are role plays, brainstorming, case study 

methods, presentation and discussions all these methods develop communicative skills, logical 

thinking, different types of intellectual activity such as analysis, comparison [2] These student-

centered methods are highly appropriate, particularly in getting  knowledge, skills and strategies. 

The aim of role plays: 

 Make the learning process more educational and proficient;      

 Improve interdisciplinary relationships; 



 Connect the theory with real needs, of the professional field; 

 Develop skills that are necessary for the future specialist; 

 The role playing gives opportunity to form skills that are difficult conditions[3] 

Except role playing the best method is doing presentations helps the students to in rich 

the vocabulary, to get new information to understand the main idea of their presentation  

and answer to the questions given by students  listeners. 

Learning English in small groups where we have strong, medium and weak students, 

when performing one task per group the students are deliberately placed in such 

condition that success or failure affects the results of the whole group. This method of 

teaching is called learning in cooperation. 

Practice shows that learning together is not only easier and more interesting, but also 

much more effective. 

There are many different options for learning in cooperation, but there are some basic 

principles in learning in cooperation: 

 Groups of student are formed by the teacher before lessons, taking into account 

the psychology of compatibility of students at the same time, there should be 

strong, medium, and weak students, girls and boys. 

 The group is given one task but when performing it, the  roles are distributed 

among the members of the group; 

 The work of more than one student is evaluated. 

Anole the whole group. The score is get one for the whole group. 

  The teacher chooses the student from the group who must report for the task. 

Sometimes it can be a weak student. For the purpose of any task is not its formal 

fulfillment, but the mastery of the material by each student of the group. 

The main aim of the teachers of the foreign languages to my mind, give to the 

students wide knowledge according to their future profession. To rise students 

interests in learning foreign language. That is why teachers are hardly, deeply 

learning the technologies of various methods and using them in teaching students. 

Teachers in modern social life are hardworking, creative persons, because they like 

their difficult, but fruitful profession. 

At the end I can say that I am proud of my profession, spending my life, time to the 

youngest developing generation. 
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